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Background

How do women view British National Health Service (NHS) sexual health services [e.g. general practitioner (GP) services, family planning clinics (FPCs), special clinics]? For this issue, I have collected feedback on what works and what doesn’t. Not to look at the statistics, but to give a personal viewpoint backed by the views of 22 women from all over Britain. So, are we universally ‘A grade’ students? Or do we need to ‘try harder’?

Doing well
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perspective it can seem overprofessionalised. “Our health services need to become more holistic ... doctors don’t offer lifestyle alternatives such as diet and exercise, they just go straight for medication.”

Information

Many women commented that they wanted more written information. In particular, they requested introductory leaflets for cervical smears, family planning services, and as a calming and permission-giving introduction to sexually transmitted infection (STI) clinics. “A leaflet outlining not only where to go for the tests and also what will happen to you and how you receive the results would have been a great help to me.”

Conversely, the face-to-face information services were often criticised as being too reliant on written information: “they ... tend to refer you to leaflets ... perhaps a bit more knowledge and less passing of the buck would be a good idea”. That said, most practitioners were seen as excellent when it came to information giving. “One of my sons recently asked me whether you can get HIV/AIDS from oral sex? As I was not sure, I called my local practice – the nurse practitioner called me back within 2 hours of my call, explained everything and said I could pop in and pick up a leaflet and/or call her anytime. Fab.”

Mr or Ms?

Attitudes of staff to patients were mentioned more frequently than any other aspect. Generally, we are seen as “non-shaming ... highly confidential ... caring ... sympathetic ... I can talk about any topic ...”. But, of course, there are caveats.

To begin with, the overwhelming preference women have is to see female rather than male staff. Why? Of course because of the embarrassment factor, a natural dislike of showing ‘private’ parts in public places. But also because “I believe no man, however medically proficient he is, can know – or perhaps a should say feel – what it’s like to have PMT, go through the menopause or give birth”. Also because often men seem to be less gentle in diagnosis and examination. “Male consultants do tend to be ham-fisted ... I was on the ceiling with pain”.

Plus, sadly, there is a fear of abuse, “I still find it very strange that any man would choose to work in women’s sexual health and for some reason feel very suspicious of them.” Worryingly, there were several stories of male doctors who deserved such suspicion because, shall we say, they acted without due care and attention. Stories of “an unnecessary breast examination by a male doctor”, “the GP who stroked my clitoris without warning in order, apparently, to check for infection” and the smear test biopsy taken in full view of “five male students who apparently, to check for infection” and the smear test outlining not only where to go for the tests and also what will happen to you and how you receive the results would have been a great help to me.”

Cervical smear

Happily, almost all women said that they had received non-judgemental treatment – and only one or two hinted that they had been directly blamed for their pregnancy, menopausal symptom or STI. But I did note worrying reports of a tendency in health professionals to minimise patient problems or to invalidate patient experience. For example, there were several reports of doctors – never nurses, interestingly enough – telling women that they were not suffering symptoms of such severity as they thought. “My doctor cheerfully told me that women always overestimate the amount of blood they lose ... I really didn’t need to hear this after a nightmare evening during which I’d spent half an hour in the loo of a London theatre because every time I put a tampon in, it came straight out again in a rush of blood.”“I had ovarian cysts ... no attention was paid to my obvious pain even though [when they operated, it turned out that] my cysts were as big as oranges.”

And here I have to pose a challenging question. To what extent does such provider reaction – embarrassment, distaste or understimation of symptoms – reflect an albeit unconscious judgement on the part of health professionals? Could it be that for some health professionals there is lurking underneath a subtle sense of righteousousness, a theme of “Well, if she will have a sex life, what can she expect?”.

I wouldn’t be surprised if there were this bias. Britain today still holds double standards, still runs Madonna-whore scripts, and still secretly feels that a woman who has a sexually linked condition has only herself to blame for being not only a woman but also a sexual one.

That said, in general, most women – particularly the older ones in my survey – had developed strong and positive relationships with their sexual health providers, particularly where there was ongoing contact and a chance for trust to build. And where that trust had built, even problems could be overcome – there were many comments about taking concerns to a GP or nurse, and being allowed the possibility to go back and rethink treatment or even diagnosis. “My GP surmised that it was a tampon period as well – this did not work for me and she changed the medication immediately. I had no problems after that.”

Judgement and blame

One step on from sheer embarrassment is judgement. Happily, almost all women said that they had received non-judgemental treatment – and only one or two hinted that they had been directly blamed for their pregnancy, menopausal symptom or STI. But I did note worrying reports of a tendency in health professionals to minimise patient problems or to invalidate patient experience. For example, there were several reports of doctors – never nurses, interestingly enough – telling women that they were not suffering symptoms of such severity as they thought. “My doctor cheerfully told me that women always overestimate the amount of blood they lose ... I really didn’t need to hear this after a nightmare evening during which I’d spent half an hour in the loo of a London theatre because every time I put a tampon in, it came straight out again in a rush of blood.”“I had ovarian cysts ... no attention was paid to my obvious pain even though [when they operated, it turned out that] my cysts were as big as oranges.”

And here I have to pose a challenging question. To what extent does such provider reaction – embarrassment, distaste or understimation of symptoms – reflect an albeit unconscious judgement on the part of health professionals? Could it be that for some health professionals there is lurking underneath a subtle sense of righteousousness, a theme of “Well, if she will have a sex life, what can she expect?”.

I wouldn’t be surprised if there were this bias. Britain today still holds double standards, still runs Madonna-whore scripts, and still secretly feels that a woman who has a sexually linked condition has only herself to blame for being not only a woman but also a sexual one.
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Sexual health entering primary care: is prevention better than cure?

Dr Sue Donym, GP from Spread Thinly, UK

Apparently the new General Medical Services (GMS) contract provides a number of opportunities to further implement the National Strategy for Sexual Health and HIV. How? As a Trojan horse, a stealth bomber? It also provides a mechanism through which primary care organisations can secure the provision of Level 1 sexual health services in general practice. Oh, that’s clear then. It’s strong-arm tactics since, to put it another way, general practitioners (GPs) are not keen to have this on their plate so here’s how to make sure it happens.

Why is it that whenever someone is praising the idea of primary care providing more choice and opportunity for patients with regards to any wonderful new initiative, they invariably add “I’m not a GP but…”? I’ve not yet met a GP who is enthusiastic about additional workload. Primary care has just gone through possibly the most significant change in its history with the introduction of the new GP contract, and practices around the country are frantically trying to learn the rules and play the game. It’s a game where not even the creators are clear how it should be played. For instance, should Level 1 sexual health services be an essential or an enhanced service? It looks like the answer to that important question will be provided by the lawyers who will fight over definitions of illness whilst filling their pockets. Those representing the paymasters will argue it is an enhanced service to ensure GPs get paid for filling their pockets. Those representing GPs will of course argue it is an enhanced service to ensure GPs get paid for providing it. Those representing the paymasters will argue against this so that costs can be contained.

The major problems of introducing wider sexual health services into primary care at the present time are clearly acknowledged. A lack of resources, a lack of time, the issues around contact tracing and partner notification, and let’s not forget the patients. According to a report from the London Assembly Health Committee published earlier this year, most HIV patients would rather go to a genitourinary medicine (GUM) clinic than to their GP. People like the anonymity of a GUM clinic. It’s difficult for many patients to even talk about sexual dysfunction issues with their GP whom they’ve known since childhood, let alone be quizzed and examined for sexually transmitted diseases.

The latest trend is for everything to be done under one roof – the ‘one-stop shop’. This really is a tremendous idea. Most patients love it because it means fewer visits and is more convenient. So why when you have a GUM clinic that provides this one-stop service would anyone want to start fragmenting sexual health services? Unless primary care provides all the services of a GUM clinic then some, if not many, patients are going to need to visit somewhere else for the rest of what they need. Yes, you’ve guessed it, the GUM clinic. ‘Slip through the net’ is a phrase that comes to mind, a problem that is likely to occur more often when any service becomes piecemeal.

The drive to establish more sexual health services in primary care may have been marketed as better patient choice but that’s just the public face of it. Behind it, is there something more? Surely this is about trying to throw a lifeline to struggling GUM services. It’s all about stars these days and it only takes one service failing to score to let the whole side down. If Trusts don’t achieve their performance targets, at the end of the day it’s the government in power who looks bad. Pass the buck to primary care, however, and problem solved. If primary care makes a success of it, the powers that be are heroes and will be seen congratulating themselves for suggesting the idea. If primary care fails then, hey, it’s the GPs’ fault as usual.

When the National Strategy for Sexual Health and HIV was first published, it looked like it might be a goer. A few issues needed to be sorted out if things were to run smoothly but in essence it seemed possible. Maybe it was a case of bad timing, but with the new GP contract and all it brings to the doorstep of primary care, now doesn’t seem the right time to dish up another ‘exciting challenge for primary care’.

Perhaps it’s time to follow the mantra of sexual health and practise safer sex. For the time being let’s slip a condom over the National Strategy and prevent sexual health services from escaping into the community where, at the moment, they may cause untold harm. In time, when it has regained some stability and has acquired the knowledge it needs to provide these services appropriately, primary care will be ready to welcome a new member into their family. But in the meantime, it may be better to leave sexual health services where they are: just do up the huts so that costs can be contained.

Editor’s Note
Dr Rob Hicks is having a sabbatical. During this time the Journal will invite a number of different authors to contribute to this column.